
Case Study: 1P ID with A.S.Adventure 

 

TITLE: Exploring a Privacy-First world in programmatic advertising with A.S.Adventure.  

 

Introduction 

The digital marketing space is transitioning to a world without 3rd party cookies. Internet users are 

increasingly concerned about what is happening with the data they generate online and companies 

like Brave, Apple, Firefox,… are accompanying them in this transition to a Privacy-First World where 

personal data is more & more dealt with in a private & secure manner. The digital advertising market 

can’t stay behind and needs to evolve as well. Fundamentally, this means that creation & ownership 

of a random ID should lie with parties in the ecosystem that internet users know: advertisers & 

publishers. IDs should be generated by publishers or advertisers so that Big Tech-platforms can accept 

them once consent is given and provide needed functionality in programmatic tools such as frequency 

capping, algorithms, attribution, audience & retargeting based on this consent.  

 

Adform, one of the leading AdTech companies in the world & one of the only leaders in the AdTech 

space with a European heritage, came up with a solution in combination with initiatives of the industry 

via IAB Tech Lab to transform for trading programmatically into a world without 3rd party cookies. It 

allows a programmatic buyer to bid on 1st party IDs provided by publishers, advertisers, ID vendors & 

consortiums (cooperation on a country, regional or cultural level) and thereby use similar features as 

before but in a more correct matter.  

 

 



 

 

 

What has changed concretely to be more privacy compliant you might ask? The 3rd party is in essence 

eliminated from equation. The ownership of an ID will lie on the level of a publisher who will generated 

a non-authenticated ID through their Consent Management Platform or an authenicated ID once a 

user is logged in. This ownership is more understandable for an end-user, because they know the 

publisher’s website/app and gave consent on that publisher for specific purposes such as marketing, 

personalization, targeting,... Another way is to start seeing an anonymized ID in the same role as 1st 

party data, but not containing 1st party data since a random ID doesn’t contain any personal 

information.  

 

How does the process work? The same programmatic marketing process is followed as before, only 

bid requests contain a 1st party ID now. Generated on the page (client-side) or on a server (server-

side), the 1P ID gets send from an SSP to a DSP in order for a programmatic buyer to be able to trade 

upon this potential impression. A technical platform such as Adform then uses this ID in its databases 

to provide necessary features such as algorithm optimizations, frequency capping, targeting & 

attribution.  



A.S.Adventure  

A.S.Adventure is one of Belgian’s leading brands in outdoor apparel and equipment. A.S.Adventure is 

part of Retail Concepts, which in turn is part of the Yonderland group.  

 

Yonderland runs over 190 shops in Belgium, Luxembourg, France, United Kingdom, the Republic of 

Ireland and The Netherlands, and eCommerce sites for all 8 brands: Cotswold Outdoor, Bever, 

Snow+Rock, Runnersneed, Ayacucho, Juttu & A.S.Adventure. Yonderland has its headquarters in 

Belgium and comprises a number of brands that have a rich history: 

 

Yonderland is Europe’s largest premium outdoor retailer, offering the very best brands, expert 

services, and over 40 years’ experience to enable everyone to spend more moments outside. The 

outdoors is exciting, relaxing, and inspiring. It is versatile and varied, providing a place to escape for 

some and the ultimate challenge for others. It’s unpredictable, unexpected, unbelievable. It’s a place 

to enjoy, to discover and protect, a place where memories are made. Yonderland want to share all 

this with their customers: inspiring, informing and helping them to make memories of their own.  

Yonderland believe in boundless exploration and want everyone to make the most of every moment 

spent outdoors. Creating the best memories, no matter how big or how small. The outdoors gives us 

freedom – not just in body, but in mind too. Your road is depending where your mind allows you to 

travel. We’re here to help customers discover and explore the possibilities and benefits of spending 

more moments outdoors, whatever activity they choose and under every circumstances. 

The outdoors is our home and it’s our responsibility to protect it. Protecting the planet is at the heart 

of everything we do because we love the outdoors, but we also need it, too. From sourcing sustainable 

and durable products to enabling and inspiring customers to use and dispose of their products in a 

sustainable way, we continuously seek to positively change the impact of our business and products 

on the environment by facilitating a more circular economy. 

 

The preparation 

About 5 years ago, A.S.Adventure Belgium decided to internalize their advertising tech stack to have 

more transparency & control over their brand from a performance but also branding perspective… 



 

Since the COVID-crisis, online retail has become an even more vital part of the company’s enduring 

success. Part of the online strategy entails the internalization of product retargeting to better 

safeguard the brand image, while building towards long and short term performance. A.S.Adventure 

was one of the 1st e-commerce players to adapt the so-called Hybrid solution from Adform in Belgium: 

Backgrounds from banners were changed depending on the category a user was interested into (bike, 

camping, fashion, winter sports,…) while delivering a product recommendation depending on what 

the user saw within that category. Example: If a user was interested in several winter sports items as 

well as various camping gear, 2 separate banners would be shown with the products that they saw 

from the category in it, but on the publisher’s website, 2 banners would be shown with the products 

they saw + a product recommendation of either camping or winter sports separately.  



 

This strategy of Full DCO Pro (Dynamic Ads + Product Retargeting) allowed Adform FLOW, a digital 

marketing platform with both advanced adserver- & DSP-capabilities, to show a lot more products to 

the end-users without bombarding them with the same products in the banner(s). An average of 12 

tot 16 products were shown to every single user which is 4 to 5 times higher than the amount of 

products shown in classical product retargeting. 

Over the years this successfull Dynamic Creative-strategy has followed up with trends in AdTech. For 

example, in 2021 Product retargeting banners became more mobile friendly due to the success of m-

commerce in Belgium at the end of the COVID-crisis. Recently, the cookieless discussion has sparked 

an interest at A.S.Adventure and as Belgian brand, they embrased innovation again by becoming one 

of the first in Europe to run programmatic campaigns using 1st party IDs on the Belgian ecosystem. 

A.S.Adventure is sending since 2022 through Adform’s Site-Tracking anonymized non-authenticated 

IDs to the local programmatic ecosystem, generated on the webpage once consent for marketing is 

given which enables them to use features like frequency capping & retargeting on Safari & Firefox.   

 

The Case 

April is a busy period for the people at Retail Concepts! The weather is gloomy outside in Belgium 

which allows A.S.Adventure to focus on selling bike gear and other accessories during the midseason 

to people preparing for the typical April showers in our country. Moreover, A.S.Adventure has the 

tradition to put their Spring catalogue out to gear up for the busy summer sales period. 



 

The team of Retail Concepts together with the help from Fightclub (former Grava) decided to setup 2 

Display- & High Impact-campaigns simultaneously to support the always-on DCO Pro-campaign that 

runs all year long.  

1. The teams setup deals with big sales houses in Belgium like DPG Media, Ads & Data, IP and 

Rossel.  

2. Also, contextual targeting was activated through Integral Ad Science for sports & travel related 

content in both Belgium & Luxembourg 

3. While sports & travel related audiences through Adform’s Audience Marketplace were 

selected to still use audience targeting on both 3rd party cookie as well as 1st party ID.  

 

The same strategy was applied for both Spring folder as Bikepromo campaigns. 

 

 

 

Most notable were the results that the programmatic campaigns had in its totality during April of 

2022: 

• Of the 5.70 million impressions that ran across publishers within programmatic marketing 

through Adform DSP, about 276.000 impressions were running purely on 1st party IDs, 
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resulting in a upliftedreach of about 5% without the system stimulating to choose for 1st party 

IDs over 3rd party cookies. Note that on the 5.43 million impressions, also non-authenticated 

1st party IDs were available from both publishers as well as A.S.Adventure. Total reach was 

1.88 million unique impressions while average frequency cap was 3,68 thanks to ID Fusion. 

The opportunity to see (frequency cap in combination with IAB viewability rate) was 

calculated on 2,23, so in average a person on the internet saw the banner campaigns twice 

within the active viewport.    

 

• The amount of clicks resulting from 1st party IDs were a factor of 2 higher than the ones 

coming from 3rd party cookie traffic despite the product recommendation working better on 

Chrome vs. Safari & Firefox. Since competition is so fierce on Chrome these days, we can call 

this impressive results.  

• Conversion rate on DCO Pro, Spring & Easter vacation campaigns increased with 3.2 times if 

A.S.Adventure didn’t use a cookieless solution. And last but not least, overall conversion 

stayed stable during the entire year, following the typical seasonality on A.S.Adventure’s side 

despite Apple announcements of improved privacy controls in iOS 15.  

The results of this case show that efforts from players like Adform within IAB Tech Lab using eids are 

the way to move the market forward in a Privacy-First World. This new way of advertising using 1st 

party IDs from advertisers & publishers is removing any traces of legitimate interest and is based on 

pure consent, allowing buyers to be creative & relevant within the OpenRTB framework, a method 

which is data driven at its core but becoming more privacy-cautious. A.S.Adventure’s way forward in 

digital marketing is to make conscious decisions regarding data in advertising, assume to sacrifice 

short-term gains for long-term brand safety & include people outside of marketing/sales departments 

in the decision making which are implemented with upcoming summer & back to school campaigns. 

 

Clicks: x2

Conversions: 
x3.2


